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How to Outsmart A BILLION ROBOT BEES

ACTIVITY PACK
In the box below is everything you’ll need to outsmart a mighty swarm of robot bees! Can you find the clues?

```
AFBEZOAQIEAKPOQCDCI
HMELVILLEJIGENDPDFBMN
ACFYDTRANSMITTERRHMT
GEIBYLBOSGBHNBCKIKLA
BTCDXPPMPOGIIAAKENEN
CAKENSJQUIULRCLJNGKG
FNROIILRREEHFGMJLKDYFI
XGRHNMJERKQGQEBZRQPBB
HNARAYDNGEOLINAMACXI
EDKTWRCFIJPJJIOYFPL
WSECEZDAMMHJJINUUJGI
REGINALDATSYNXYSWWT
GWSUVTKVCNZGWXXRKROY
QFPTJAUULULRHSBEVTVP
SXEBSEULHMBZOOLELO
FTRVBYIVTAGYAXOSYMNP
RTDUVILLEHBXRUTDPRTP
IIINFINITEENGINEZELT
CDUGWCYFIWSUQTCSNSRQ
EBETSYXVZRVMSTUUVBNN
```

MELVILLE
FRIEND RAY
MACULTE
NATE

BOSPER
GENIUS
PIE
CAKE
BETSY

INTANGIBILITY
INFINITE ENGINE
REGINALD
TRANSMITTER
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DESIGN YOUR OWN ROBOT BEE ALLY!

Create your own super robot bee in the space below and make a note of all the amazing things that it can do!
CAKE VS PIE CLUB!

Delphine takes Cake vs Pie club very seriously. Design yourself a membership card and choose your allegiance below!

Cake Vs Pie
Club Member

Circle your allegiance:
Cake/Pie
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IT'S TIME TO SAVE THE DAY!

You’re ready to join forces with Nate and Delphine. Just help Betsy the car through this maze and you’ll be ready to go!
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